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		Reflecting on Iran’s Recent Protests
	

	
	
	
		
Iran’s anti governmental protest enters its fourth day. People 
follow with mixed feelings, hope and worry. Few points and opinions for 
the western audience that the mass media may not highlight:




1. Technically, this time around things didn’t even start in the 
capital. They took off in few smaller cities across the country and 
spread to some big cities and then reached the capital. This points to 
different dynamics that could make the uprisings more difficulto control
 for the government. More than 30 cities have been involved. This is 
unprecedented.




2. Iran has reportedly repealed some net neutrality (restoring its 
freedom as some put it!) by reportedly discriminating against massaging 
apps that are used to mobilize populations. If protests spread further, 
they may shut down the whole network as they did before. In comparison 
to 2009 uprisings the Internet penetration rate has nearly doubled 
reaching above 80%.




3. During the first couple of days the hardliners tried to seize the 
protests and view them as economic disatisfaction of the masses to use 
it against the reformist government. That however backfired and slogans 
targeted the regime as a whole. This will intensify if the revolutionary
 guard (under the supreme leader) enters the scene; so far only the 
police forces have been in charge of controling the crowd with limited 
casualties.




4. Protesters as usual protest economic pressures and also demand 
social and political freedom. Economic pressures are partly due to 
neoliberal policies of the reformist government and the power it has 
given to the banks. This plus some typical-range curroption and 
mismanagement is not unique to Iran. Iran’s economy, however, suffers 
from few other elements:




The country has grown several political mafias in the past 40 years 
from cartels under the rule of the Islamic revolutionary guard and many 
other theocratic organizations. On top of these, the economic sanctions 
that were supposed to be relieved after the Iran Deal, still keep 
pressuring people. Needless to say that US under Trump resisted the 
agreement illegally, although Europe did its part after Iran showed its 
commitment to the nuclear deal.




5. Now Trump’s administration backed by the war machine is trying to 
harvest the fruits of this economic pressure their own way. His message 




[although in pure syntax and without a context]




 was heart-warming (The 
world is watching, we are supporting the people of Iran, they differ 
from the government, bla) in reality was only worrying, given where it 
came from!





The truth is, the majority of the people in Iran are tired of its 
theocracy, though a majority of those – hopefully – have some historic 
memory on what has happened to other places that US offered a hand of 
support; Iraq, Lybia, Afaghanistan, Yemen and Syria, directly or 
indirectly. So it seems they will pass this time too. Plus no one should
 be fooled that Trump’s administration has a slightest care for this 
thing called human rights, in any part of the world.




This is a political excuse to use against the geopolitical 
adversaries, and never against the temporary allies. And in itself is a 
hypocratic and psychopathic measure.




6. Along those lines, Fox News is shamelessly repeating that Obama 
lost a golden opportunity in 2009 to interfere or else the Iranian 
regime would not be in place. I wonder what kind of people watch this 
show. What’s their level of intellect, their fact-base or their empathy 
level, to buy this rhetoric, still in 2017? One of these three at least 
shall be questioned for any houshold who gets their news and analysis 
from such sources.




Had Obama meddled in 2009, [a quick look at other countries where 
they meddled show that] not only the theocrats in Tehran wouldn’t be in 
place right now, but lots of buildings and roads, infrastructure and 
universities and historic monuments and probably some half a million 
people wouldn’t also be there. Thus, Obama did the right thing not to 
seize that *opportunity* to wage war against a complex and misunderstood
 country. And did it wrong with any other country that it did meddle 
with, including Syria and Lybia. It’s that simple. And it’s mind-blowing
 that a large fraction of the American public watch this rhetoric on 
channels like Fox and don’t call it bullshit to change the channel 
immediately! This is about time for Americans (and with respect to the 
trends, soon the rest of the west) to understand how short-minded and 
manipulative these rhetorics are and to stop seeing themselves as the 
saviors of the world. Especially America that needs to deal with its own
 rigged politics before exporting a democracy that is running out at 
home.




7. War is a lose-lose game. That is, the end of all hopes. And the 
war machine does not miss any opportunity to wage another war. The west 
must not repeat its mistake this time around, when US adiministration 
will come to team up to get allies to participate in another war. We 
must be very clear that it is not an option.




War is lose-lose game for the whole planet, including the western 
voters who keep voting for war-friendly politics, not paying enough 
attention to the fact that much of their issues come from those 
counter-productive policies. Only few will win in a war: Right wing 
politicians, such as the Republican Party and the sentaros who will use 
it to distract the public while looting them. Hardliners, Mullahs and 
right-wings in Tehran who will probably get more powerful if they won’t 
be overthrown, as they did it before in the 80s. Even if they are rid 
of, other perhaps new radical groups and brands such as ISIS who will 
norture from a post-war ecology. And not to mention, of course the 
weapon industry and their shareholders. These groups combined mke a very
 tiny fraction of the world population. They are the winners of the next
 war and every one else will lose. Generations will be hurt and that 
pain – as usual – will NOT stay within the borders of the affected 
country. Its shockwaves does spread through immigration, economic 
difficulties, disease and a lot of other mysterious ways that Karma 
works. So do not get hopeful when you see another country in war cast on
 your TV. Right in that moment you are participating in it, and Karma 
works in mysterious ways!




8. Social and political freedom is a win-win game. It’s time for 
theocrats in Tehran to let go of their repressive measures and let the 
people breath. They sure know policies such as compulsory hijab, or the 
organizations that keep an otherwise democratic code from functioning 
democratically, do not come from their faith in some ideology. These are
 just symbolic signs to show who has the power, or some institutions to 
presever it. And similar to the collapse of soviets, they aren’t working
 for them anymore and if they try to keep those elements, they may lose 
it all.




So it’s about time for the Iranian government to allow genuine and 
radical reforms – socially and even politically – not as a passive 
response to the political unrest, but as proactive measures for the 
future events that will sure come their way even if they manage this 
one. In fact this might be one of their last chances to do so. The 
moment people know a different reality is imaginable they will not 
tolarate theb current fourty-years backwards politics of isolation. We 
are hopeful and we wish that somehow without any other foreign 
intrusion, the Iranian people manage to mobilize peacefully to align 
their demands, and confront their local dominators in large numbers to 
show that enough is enough. Let’s see how the future unfolds. But a 
large political shift, like a referendum should be within reach.
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		Dream: Ticking Bombs of Ancient Wisdom
	

	
	
	
		





Finally, the Sci-Fi dream of two nights ago. As promised here, the tried topic for lucid dreaming was about the wild ways we could possibly encounter aliens.




Here’s the outcome, to be drafted in linear terms, in three eposides:




* * *




Episode one, Ancient Intelligence: 👽




There were aliens long before us. They were very intelligent. Too 
intelligent for their own good, like us, only more. They were like what 
we could be in a thousand years, however still not immune from the 
existential threats caused by their own progress.




Their expeditions kept imposing frequent threats upon their safety, 
and their knowledge could only marginally solve them. Plus they had used
 up their planet, so they wanted to go for the stars. For that they had 
also started to spread seeds of life in to the vast darkness of the 
galaxy, hoping that one day one of them hits a livable planet and 
contaminate it with life.




This charitable cosmic initiative was still a humble investment by 
our ancient grandparents: First it would take billions of years for 
those life forms to create a discent biosphere. Then once any of these 
life forms could reach an intelligent level, it would not be immuned 
from a self-distruction that seems to be the natural course of 
evolution. Because of such prognosis they were working to make better 
plans and manifacture more resilient seeds of life.




* * *




Episode two, Edible Knowledge: 💊📕




These aliens survived long enough to know how to hack life. Their 
bodies were customizable and could transform, their age and faith and 
habits were out of their own choice and above all they had this organic 
technology that allowed them to learn new knowledge by eating stuff; a 
library for a spoon of whatever knowledge they wanted to learn and 
store!




Among those edible flash memories, there were even more flexible 
variations compatible with some other potential life forms that could 
have evolved out of those pollinating seeds. And the aliens wanted to 
preserve their legacy and save their civilization, but if not that, they
 new they can stand a chance to save their future descendent life forms 
from doing similar mistakes.




* * *




Episode three, ticking bombs: 💣☄




Fast forward… Their civilization was long gone. But in a cold corner 
of their solar system, in danger of solar flares and cosmic hazards, 
there were these space stations rotating silently with thousands of 
ticking bombs in them. They would go off once in a million years 
according to the plan to hopefully end up landing on a now-matured life 
form to give them the edible wisdom of survival, showed long ago to 
successfully transfer the knowledge to most imaginable life forms of 
this family, lab-tested and scientifically proven!




May be this time we could survive and go interstellar…




* * *




PS. This was obviously influenced by Terence’s Food of the Gods and 
any originality must go to his machine elves and their ecology of souls.
 🍄 What was new to me was the third episode, especially the sad 
punchline that reminded me of the detached scene of Gravity. There was 
no scenes of dildosphere!! 
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		“Dominator” for dummies
	

	
	
	
		Communism promises a society without the state. So it gives the ownership to the community. The few representatives of the community then represent the whole population and eventually set their own agenda, enslaving the rest. Anywhere they tried it on this planet they ended up making the most authoritarian forms of state.

Communism, whatever it promises, seeks for domination. Communism is a dominator.

* * *

Capitalism aims at economic and political freedom. So it gives the ownership to individuals. Some Individuals will eventually find a way to take up proportionally much more space and use up much more resources than others. Those few end up setting their own agenda, enslaving the rest.

Capitalism, whatever it pledges, seeks for domination. Capitalism is a dominator.

* * *

There are millions of ideas out there, and zillions of ways to implement them. But we know only few. Do you know why? Because they are “dominators”. They dominated first, so we heard about them. We realized they exist.

Fuck the dominator!
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		Quotes
	

	
	
	
		Some silly statuses collected in one place. Don’t take them seriously.

On Existence:

• Things that don’t exist, exist outside existence.

• Our world has this amazing property that we can describe things that don’t exist. Don’t take this for granted!

• Non-existence is non-existent.

• If I existed I would probably be an atheist.

• “There is no cold. Only absence of heat.” There is no psychopathy. Only absence of empathy.

• Stop being like everyone else. Stop being unique.

On Politics:

• Can America not have a president for four years? Our high school didn’t have a principal for a year and that turned out to be the year with the best results.

• Everyone knows that common sense is a reliable source for the truth. Everyone is wrong.

On Language:

• There are plenty of alphabetical combinations without meaning, and a lot of concepts without a word. It’s no shortage of either, you just need an app to connect them. #TinderForWords

• Best status updates get the least number of likes, cause they’re never written.

Others:

• The opposite of scaling? transcending!

• I can spot patterns in data like very few. The problem… I find patterns in nothingness, like no one!

• Behind every hill there’s an uncanny valley. #poshtekooh

•”Always forget. But never forgive! ♥️”

– some forgotten unforgiven dude
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		On Culture
	

	
	
	
		Here are listed a few quick notes, reminders and personal opinions about “culture” in its widest definition in evolutionary terms:

1. Culture is the most “human” factor:

Every group of folks who gather around something (a figure, an object or a set of values) tend to create culture. It’s the most definitive single element that separate us from other animals. True that we are language-speaking animals, thinking mammals or tool-making apes, but you can view all of these as stemming from our cultural abilities.

2. Culture evolves randomly like anything else:

Cultural equilibrium is shaped when cultural memes are transmitted long enough, among the members of a rather closed population, through social interaction and cooperation. Much of these memes are either random “mutations” at origin, or randomly fluctuate while being faultily copied by other individuals.

3. Culture is a glue:

Culture is important to us humans because it – in any of its forms – has been the glue that helped us scale up from tribes of hundreds to populations of up to hundreds of millions today. These present-day groups of people can be identified by race or ethnicity, religion, geography, occupation or social class, political party, etc. but they are actually functional clusters that can cooperate in-group while surviving in their embedding ecology. All these “super-organisms” have their own type of cultural glue; codes and mechanisms that bound them together to cooperate with each other within the same system and sustain an equilibrium.

4. Culture has phase transitions:

According to history this equilibrium collapses eventually and gives rise to bigger and stronger networks, rather suddenly than slowly. There are leaps and usually they end up finding a way to include even bigger populations, than previously possible.

5. Culture is relative:

It’s made-up. It doesn’t matter what components have made this glue as long as it can act as a glue. And a culture gets old when the glue that could connect hundreds (a stone or a tree) fails to gather thousands efficiently; they need language and law. And a local set of rules can’t unite a population of a size of a country. They need technology. Our today’s religions, political divides and classes have played their important role to unite populations previously but have failed to scale-up to take us to the whole humanity just yet.

6. Culture has synergy:

Every culture has emergent properties beyond the mindset of its individuals and even beyond the original values that created it at the first place. People wrongfully assume their individual tendencies (inclusion, care, good intentions) is also acted out by them collectively. It is not correct. A group of nice and kind-hearted people can act as savages collectively. In fact that is what’s happening today.

7. Culture is greedy:

One of the emergent properties of culture is greed. Every culture seeks for dominance. It is inevitable as memes and genes – information in general – tend to copy and only those who manage to propagate and adapt the best will survive the process.

8. We need a global culture:

Would have been an ideal if a moon-size stone or a super massive tree could unite all ten billion in 2050, but a system of global governance approved by all humans is needed, something that can operate on our still physiologically tribal brains and yet makes the next big scale-up to a planetary-level. And this global culture needs to be minimally recognized by all humanity, and thus pragmatically needs to have empathy for all of us.

9. “Culture is not your friend”:

It’s just a glue! At the end of the day, being embedded in a tribe, country, a global monetary economy, or a trillion size AI society around a Dyson Sphere, we are individuals. We are as different as we are similar. I doubt if we will eventually be organized with enough freedom from our cultures but it is more pleasant and satisfying to be groups of one that operates safely within a bigger community.
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		Unjustified Leap
	

	
	
	
		Watch this funny video to the end, history of the entire world. It tells the history of the earth as a series of “ponctuated equilibriums”; long eras of stability connected with quick leaps, phase transition.

From all the major leaps mentioned, all allegedly self-organized, I can believe in the autonomy of the most farfetched ones:

– It is believable that one day a cell finally learned to benefit from the economy of scale and thus shaped organs and animals so quickly to the extreme extent of the Cambrian explosion (2′:51″).

– We can believe the destination of technological singularity (19′:17″) that we are experiencing live, is taking place on its own as an emergent property of our civilization. Calling it the artificial super-intelligence, the transcendental object or as in this video “the thing inventor inventor” point to the same concept. It is currently unfolding before our eyes and it doesn’t seem to be guided remotely, by a typical interventionist conscious God, through any dashboard or something equivalent.

– It is also believable that the sudden increase in the brain size of the human ape and the advent of the double-articulated language (and thus the human mind – 4′:11″) has happened without an alien intrusion.

* * *

But there is one mysterious transition. A leap too strange to claim it has emerged on its own and on the surface of this planet:

– The geological to biological transformation of the earth (2′:17″). How come as the planet cooled down and in a sense became fertile, cells appeared so quickly? Every good story that I have heard skips over this leap and ignores the magnitude of such transition by fast forwarding to the next episode.

So, how did cells – such extremely complicated machines – evolve on a geological planet like ours in such a short geological moment and where did the instruction sheet of all living organisms appear through rocks? All that advanced DNA computation and dataflow pipelines, where did they come from?

* * *

I am certainly not searching for a God or an alien in this story, but as a punch line let us remember one of the oldest archetypes of human culture for further investigation:

Mother Earth ain’t a virgin!


So, what do you think? Was is the meteors?
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		The Matrix
	

	
	
	
		I very rarely watch movies or series; only about a handful of times during the past decade. As an ex- movie geek I lost this modern-day habit a decade ago, and it never came back.

Last month I finally watched the movie Matrix! I was surprised by the similarity of some of its scenes to my recurring dreams about simulated reality that I had prior to watching the movie, or any other similar motion picture for that matter.

My time of having dreams about simulations, precede watching Matrix and Avatar, as well as the newer series Black Mirror. During those couple of months, I was steering my lucid dreams to fantasize about the possibility of us all being inside some form of simulation. Every other night there was a new story cast behind my eyelids. I wrote down and posted some of them.

I got super excited about these visuals, and communicated them passionately. Little did I know that people had already masterfully depicted such fantasies in blockbuster movies. The dream imagery that I appreciated and presented as novel, might have felt like old news to some of you.

Was everyone out there aware of this movie genre of simulated reality, except for me, the one person most expressly obsessed about it?

* * *

Anyhow, the similarity between those fantasies and some of those movies’ visual effects is strange. Why would such images be triggered in someone who hasn’t seen them before?

Consider particularly these three landscapes:

1. The consciousness warehouse (The dark room): There was this claustrophobic scene in some of those movies/episodes where all of us consciousness entities despite our differences are stacked up very efficiently as same items in a “dark room”. This was behind the scene of existence, the kernel of reality and any other colorful happy realization  that was just an illusion experienced by those identical larvae that in reality live in a claustrophobic tight space like a lab, a warehouse or a graveyard.

I hadn’t seen a scenery quite like this before, but the dark room occurred to me in several different forms; I experienced humans once as separate folders in the physical drive of a simulation server, another time as lots of tiny hardware modules buried under the surface of another planet after we had destroyed ours. Once again as information-like replicas in a “grid” of a library, and also as dormant larvae aligned next to each other like a graveyards. Think of those teleportation helmets in the Matrix or the transfer booths in Avatar. All these nightmares occurred as disturbing and depressive recognition of the nature of true reality until I woke up and double-checked my body, making sure that I am made of real “meat” in the physical space.

2. Augmented objects with aliasing artifact: There was also this other visual effect in the augmented scenes in Black Mirror where a simulated object was overlaid on the base reality, but with a slightly different resolution/texture. That also occurred to me quite a few times in dreams (and reality!). Like this fantasy that people around me could be actually not in the scene but instead augmented objects overlaid on it; however so seamlessly that I had never noticed any aliasing artifacts in the border of their silhouette until a “glitch in the matrix” accidentally revealed them to me.

3. Object impermanence: The world goes as much as the observer goes. This crazy experimental possibility has a huge potentials to release wild imagination and was handed to me a couple of times in my dreams. Think of each object that you see and then there’s something behind it and let it surprise you in a stream of events that diverge faster than any other technique in dreaming!

On the extreme opposite of the object impermanence lies the object permanence in the mind, that is also a crazy realization. In a couple of breath-taking realizations I had the idea that the barriers around us are not opaque objects that stop the light from things “behind” them to reach us as observers. We are aware of the whole universe around us, but walls, surfaces and physical barriers overwrite our local observations and temporarily delete those further objects from our memory. As if we have full sight to the end of the universe and a sanctioning effect is additionally in place to give us an illusion of separation. That, could be hacked in my dreams, giving the observer ability to remove visual barriers wall after wall.

* * *

The fact that I intuited these landscapes before watching them gives them a universality beyond my dream journals and beyond their Hollywood representation.

Chances are that these images are triggered independently but by a common cause.

1. The dark room scenery can be sparked by the ordinary experience of some day-to-day man-made phenomena. An ordinary dictionary in a sense is a dark room for words, if each of them has an ocean of meaning. The same goes for books stored in a large library or our lost humans buried under a real-world graveyard.

2. Any experience with VR and AR can trigger this; The visual artifacts of the augmented objects, the aliasing effect on their borders or the pixelation on their surface.

3. The sceneries with hacked object impermanence may also be triggered by any experience in programming for CAD graphics. Having a history of placing objects in different layers of front or behind each other with respect to an observer, etc. Those real-life experiences could also be some hidden signals that had come back haunting me in dreams, though this time putting myself on the stage of the simulation.

Apart from these real-life experiences that can inspire our dreams to a Matrix level fantasy, what else can be in the play? That is my main question here.

Is there a deeper universality to those experiences that we tap in to subconsciously every now and then as dreams, hallucinations or the work of art? Are there some visual archetypes in the collective mind of the mankind that extract those landscapes out of a common intuitive treasure? Like some neurological explanation that lies behind some common experiences such as out of the body or near-death experience. Say some brain circuitry creates similar funny illusions and trigger same visual effects in independent cases.

An alternative to all these explanations is pure coincidence, unless…

Unless we live in the matrix and we can tap in to its kernel every now and then!

* * *

Interesting similarities anyway! Please next time my dreams resembled a movie, do me a favor and mention the title in the comments!

All have a good day in the simulation.
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		Dream: The Inner Book!
	

	
	
	
		Just had the strangest dream in a long while.

There was a divine voice representing the universe who gave me a very rare chance:

Ask any question and you shall know the answer. If you want to know only one thing, any thing, what that thing would be?


Not to lose the chance I replied without hesitation:

If you could tell me everything in one sentence what that sentence would be?


Then the scenery changed and there were lights and clouds. I flew through them, went inside a book and in there even more clouds and lights and there was another nested book opened and sucked me in.

This was going on for a while and I knew it is a dream. I was worried that time will run out without me ever getting the answer. And luckily in the last book right before I fully wake up it transpired:

With no data you can still know everything!


WTF was that!
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		On the future of Newstainment
	

	
	
	
		Addicted to Netflix, Amazon Prime, HBO, etc? Based on my weekend experience I reckon that it’s quite a tempting habit to lean back and let them entertain us. A lot of fun in fact. 

I however refuse to undergo this type of addiction. And I will resist it so long as I can. And will not prefer it to any other type of digital hook, be it computer games, Facebook or other social media, and even porn. It’s far more dangerous, and here’s why:

* * * 

Netflix was an only-distribution company up until they started to use Big Data to predict and recommend the success of the actors and the roles they could play. After machines could successfully predict the success scenarios to maximize the popularity of the shows through in-debth content analysis, they were not only distributing contents. They started to make their own!

At the time there were a few eyebrows raised about how far they can go to use algorithms in creating in-house contents and what scary potentials this new paradigm holds. I think it was in 2012/13 with their “House of Cards” and those concerns were mostly ignored or looked down at, as paranoid conspiracy theories. I doubted those critics myself.

Now I think that not only such concerns were relevant and spot on, but also not enough of them were expressed.

* * *

Netflix is a data-driven company. Entirely. It doesn’t use AI only to recommend, rank or price contents. They don’t only look at search, browse or click behaviour. And they don’t stop at the completion rate of the movies or the retention rate based on the time between two episodes of a series. They are now into using algorithms to create contents. And we should understand what it can potentially do.

What they know about our taste, the technology they own and their vision put them (and their competitors in the entertainment industry) in a very powerful position that no state or corporate has ever been before.

For half a century thinkers have written about social engineering and mass manipulation through media outlet, the uniformification through the print culture, manifacturing consent and so on.

Forget about them. The power of traditional news corporates compared to what these new firms can potentially do in subliminally hijacking our minds is close to nothing: The power of in-debth content analysis and manipulation in the information warfare.

* * *

So far it’s  tech magazine rumour and common knowledge that Netflix looks into when you pause, rewind or skip. Or that they match their recommendations with local events, seasonal trends and weather so that contents suit our moods. The estimated social class and demography based on zip code and the device we use, etc., are of course among the basics. Every firm does it these days and it’s not an edge any longer. 

As time goes by and they sample the subscribers longer, faster and deeper, creating a digital profile of every one and their estimated psychometrics is not really sci-fi. They would be bad at their job if they don’t already do it, while they can.

Now looking at the fast pace of their interdisciplinary growth and where they can be in five years from now, should this start to get us worried? Worried not about the potential power of such companies, which is obvious, but about their intent: Their willingness to shape public opinions in the ways never possible before.

Of course we should!

* * * 

Here I would like to cite mr. Murphy with a little modification: 

Anything that can go wrong, will go wrong…

… if there’s enough money at stake!

And there’s enough money at stake. Lots of money. Can you imagine any business more profitable than manipulating people’s minds?

If you have the most optimist world view about human individuals, you should still be skeptic about the outcomes of the human collective behavior and its mallicious emergent properties.

When persuing shareholder profit is the main rule of the game, and this realm is not [and can not easily be] regulated, what else do we expect? For the boards of the corporations to be nice and cute, and to regulate themselves away from manipulating their own customers when much more profit is there to be made? Perhaps that they should stop showing guns or violence because it’s not good for the kids?

With the current rules of the game if you appoint the most caring, descent and honorable humans to the board of advisors and directors of these companies they will still soon enough attempt to do all of these: shaping public opinions, rigging democracies, justifying wars, gamifying exploitation of resources, igniting and guiding conflicts, and anything needed to lead the world population to a desired direction that pays off.

It’s natural for these trends to happen and it’s naive to think otherwise.

* * * 

And if you think such companies will never use their potential to inject suspicious political agenda, or that they will never attempt to take political sides in controversial bloody conflicts or co-branding with potentially terrorist groups and so on, I would like to remind you that The White Helmets are still featured on Netflix!

I don’t have any first or second hand information about what’s taking place on the ground in Syria. I just smell something fishy when I see their content featured among a load of entertinment. To me it’s a red flag. 

And I expect more of this to appear on our screens.

* * * 

And if you are still subscribed to Netflix, watch “Black Mirror”‘s episode “Men Against Fire”. 

My point is that manipulating people to see other beings as zombies or roaches in order to guide conflicts doesn’t require cheap implants!
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		Wireless organisms?
	

	
	
	
		Can there be wireless organisms connected with wireless nerves? Can we imagine an organism that some day evolves somewhere, with its parts being movable/portable? Something that lives on as a single organism, transfers data between its detachable sensory, motor or processing parts, yet function as a whole single organism in a sense that its parts live together, or die together?

Simply put, nerves transfer information within the same organism, while senses do so in between organisms. Nerves are “wired” since electric signals need a immovable/unportable medium. But could it potentially exist an organism that uses wireless signals (light, sound, fragrance) to communicate between it’s detachable and portable parts? Something that uses electromagnetic waves, vibrations, chemical compounds or what else nature can provide? 

Just imagine you could wirelessly send your hands to pick food for you and meanwhle sense and contol it, given that your hand doesn’t have a brain of its own. Then you would be something like a superorganism that is made of different portable alive parts that share a single central nervos system. Is such a creature imaginable somewhere in this big universe?

If yes, why our earth didn’t evolve any such wireless feature inside an organism? This is a bit counter-intuitive to me because such a mutation, implemented via any imaginable medium that nature would come up with (electromagnetics / chemicals / light / vibration) seems to me a kick-ass winner in any game of adaptation.

Here are few quick alternatives I can think of:

1. the issue of bandwith regulation:

Was it a difficult technical challange for nature to solve frequency interference? Regulating interference can be as limiting as much as motor acts are limited in the space. And then we know of one single dimension of data that is typicall carried by a wave (amplitude, frequency, etc.), while spatial dimensions are three! So organs better claim space than dedicate a frequency to themselves?

2. The problem of coverage:

Could it be caused by other technical issues like such as network coverage in distance?… When your hand gets to far from you for example!

3. The problem of becoming food!

May be the detached pieces without a complex scalable-by-size central nervous system can not move. It is argued that organisms need brains to move and that’s why brains are for. So would those little parts be eaten immediately and cause death to the full organism?
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